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ASPECTS
USING OCLC CJK
JAPANESE

librarians

kenneth K tanaka

PUBLIC SERVICE
VIEW

university

college park

maryland

almost eight years mainly
used OCLC CJK
cataloging purposes despite
rapid changes
experience 1I remain greatly challenged
improvements computers
OCLC CJK data base

1I

bibliographic elements individual works according AACR
assigns subject headings
classification numbers
2 rules
content analysis those
creates bibliographic records public service searches
works
interprets
bibliographic records thus created order serve
chinese
needs end users
essential view
japanese
original characters
korean language materials
womanized
addition
romani zed equivalents romanization does
romanized
vernacular
convey
fully
information precisely
original characters themselves
OCLC CJK
public service staff
database extremely valuable both catalogers
catal ogers
access
points
given both womanized
author title
romani zed
original characters
romanized

objective cataloging describes

users consult

five major reasons 1 bibliographic identification 2
OCLC database
holdings information 3 collection development 4 compiling bibliographies 5 bibliographic
instruction
1

bibliographic identification

item cannot
located
database
used verify
publication

lib
librarys
rarys card catalog

house computer system
inhouse

author editor title series publisher edition
authoreditor

OCLC

year

2 holdings information

once
locally
3

citation

verified
database
interlibrary loan purposes
Literlibrary

item available
further determine
libraries own
work

collection development

paper
presented
public service sponsored
washington DC

slightly different form
panel discussion OCLC CJK
OCLC
february 16 1997
mid
winter ALA meeting
midwinter

9

database
used identify materials
item
building collection however
identified
published very recently
OCLC database
record yet
may
promptcat
cataloging print
tromptcat
need
CJK
PromptCat CJK programs
overseas
dealers china japan
reluctant participate these programs
korea
profitable
different cataloging rules subject headings
classification systems
used
eg japan MARC
problems related
directly related OCLC

acquiring materials
being identified problems
need
kept mind

academic publications older
small

press runs

two

three years

often

available

editions

small

b several important periodicals
prices much
available electronic format
now
CD ROM version
print version
greater
annual subscription
example
CDROM
saguin
kipi sakuin
zasshi kiji
japanese periodicals index costs nearly six times much
zhikijisakuin
print subscription did
online version
same title now accessible
japanese online system operating
east coast
night
united states

siijsievi

1I

4 compiling bibliographies

public service staff
assist patron
materials
conducting subject searches
may include 1 checking related subject area records OCLC
research project
fin su
fin st subject note title keyword search commands
2 verifying
bibliographic records
5

used
using

bibliographic instruction

public service staff
users
mastered

conduct guided instruction sessions using
perform
use
own searches

OCLC database once
OCLC terminals

these instruction sessions should begin

bibliographic records WorldCat
searching
worldcat
First Search firstsearch
OCLC online union catalog using firstsearch
First Search OCLC reference service
provides keyword searching
useful
approach easy
author title
Cat
vernacular 2
First Search users
certain weaknesses 1
firstsearch
however World
worldcat
3
diacritical marks
subject heading search
subject heading subdivisions
does
function well unless
subject heading
very specific
following

examples

japanese words
difficult
vernacular
1

these weaknesses

same romanization may
tell
meaning meant

ts
example hashi may mean bridge 11
performing arts rfiq
horticulture g L
bs
fs

different meanings without

chopstick SF
edgel may mean
Fikan
fikankyu
kyu kv6jzi
kyogi may mean japan
dyogi
nichi bei ji
kwlk&

edge

g
10

01

united states deputy ministers conference
conference wages 0
tg gt

53

qmw

B

ils

tis

japan united states

romanized
zed japanese without
romani
meaning words womanized
meaning intended
example

2 diacritical marks often determine
them

difficult

know

C hj
uncle
yosan
osan budget ysl HL
kinen commemoration
qjisan
qiisan

tilT

results
19932
1993
further difficulty
subject headings
3

my experience

jge2

ojlsan
yosan
4s

tg
yieh
ea

search
users

U V
grandfather
sericulture US
smoking
kinen

h

subject heading united states economic policy
familiar
library congress
must

cataloger
japanese bibliographer
university maryland college park libraries UMCP libraries still print CJK cards
CJK
house system CARL does
vernacular capability
inhouse
online even though lacking
retrospective conversion project completed
materials
cost maintenance
longer
printed inhouse
vernacular CJK cards
house
storage
public service librarian

OCLC
OCLCCJK
CJK
1980s 1I experienced frustration womanized
romani
romanized
zed searches now however OCLC
fin keyword command
searching
scan command
scaff
scalf
scaif
vernacular command
become much easier besides owing
increase OCLC member institutions
transferred bibliographical records
participation
RLIN system
waseda
baseda
university Lib
US
waseda information network MARC records conveerted
rarys WINE baseda
librarys
sharply increased formerly
MARC format
availability CJK bibliographic records
communication problems
experienced log
OCLC CJK terminals three four times
using dedicated line modem connections since our system
connected
week
problem seldom occurs
year
internet late
1

romanization problem

regular OCLC terminal without chinese
very difficult identify bibliographic records
japanese
korean vernacular script chinese
two romanization systems wade giles
pinyin
pincin
well constructed
korean romanization system mccune reischauer
does
Hebon shiki
hebonshiki
japanese revised hepburn system known japan
jl
japan government
many problems however
japan
kunreishiki 150145z
officially used government agencies including
national diet library while
system
example
1979 edition
commercial organizations tend use
hepburn system
jslffi
vzigl EH
veigl
kokuritsu
tenkyoroku
kokkaikokuritsutoshokanchoshwneitenkyoroku
konkai koku
kokkai
ritsu toshokan choshamei tenkyoroku
national diet library
national diet library authority file
japanese authors edited
choshamei jmmei
1989 edition ofihenihon
nihon choshameijinmei
uses
kunreishiki romanization system while
jimei

i

siis8
siiss

11
I 11I

asl
8sl

tenk
tenkyoroku
yoroku 0 H
meiji era
noted personalities japan since
editorial staff
compilation japanese authors name authorities edited
1991 revised edition
Nichigai
nichigai asoshietsu
hepburn romanization system
asoshi6tsu
uses
Kokuritsu konkai
tenkyotoku
kokkai toshokan choshamei tenkyoroku
kokuritsukokkaitoshokanchoshwneitenkyoroku
kokuritsu
yoroku
national
kunreishiki japanese
diet library authority file japanese authors changed
katakana readings without romanization
variant spellings
following examples show
romanized systems
romanized
same japanese words
two womanized

sssssitkwis

H FRONSEHU
SHTKT
semu
HEBON
SEHU revised hepburn system
FRON
nebon
rebon

kunirfustreect
kttnretshiki japan government

system

tea

cha

cp
rp

japanese surname
chuno
fuli name
shin ichi japanese full
fujii shinichi

waa
loi
w4a

aya
tya
tyvzyo
tyikyd
iri
ifi
sin afi
huzil siniff
sinifi

2 word division problem

word division

1I
japan 1I
japanese romanization
problem
aware
romanization
write
japanese people use japanese script
instance
japanese
romanization
published 1995
totte amerika towa nani ka using
library
mihon ni fotte
nihon
ninon
congress standardized word division system given
LC cataloging manual yet
still problems word division depending
romani
romanized
zed
whether character phrase womanized
examples
hyphens
romanization may vary
following

difficult problem
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hyphenated
hyphcnateilgonls
words

without hyphen

qp

shogaku
shegaku
shosaku dokuhon
kologi aishi
zoshi
ologi
otogi
zishi

ap

these minor things create searching problems
title

OCLC database

primary school reader
medieval short stories

shegaku
shogaku
shigaku
shosaku tokuhon
onogi
s6shi
soshi
otogi doshi

strictly word

OCLC database
arrangement
womanized
romani zed order
word alphabetical romanized

example

word
daihyakka
B

two words

ks

hyakka
daihyakka
oal
dai
oai

C

variant methods

hyutsukan
byu
hokkaidoritsu bijutsukan
hokkaidwtsu

word division
iffil 31
1I L iffie

kenritsu
kanagawa ken
byutsukan
byu
ritsu bijutsukan
buu tsukan

furthermore
vowel indicating

encyclopedia

1

J

I1111I

bil
hil
fails
ffils
LWSS
IX
lwis
1 wil fil
N

womanized
romani
romanized
zed title arrangement does
difficult
long searching
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kaido provincial art museum
Hok
hokkaido
kanagawa prefectural art museum

use

macron

mark

OCLC CJK plus

advantages

OCLC CJK character search

following situations

advantageous

identification different editions
same chinese book often published mainland
beijing edition vs taipei edition
japanese publishers
JS means edition however
japanese hem
taiwan
china
hm tv
printing
use
term
1

searcher
2
bibliographic record

proper name
author publisher
means
vernacular search
determined

uncertain how read
correct romanization

kanji
instance
several different readings
character combination japanese may
1ISL
ikird 4 i B5
ikiru
how
17 readings depending
used combination
lifetime readings
living shibafu SL
live seikatsu IE
lawn mho
aho 4
native
often very difficult even
geographical names personal names
pre modem titles
good examples
following
japanese
1

d

cw
oshamanbe
oshmanbe cho
kunneppu cho
kvnneppu

SP
H
R 75
w95rr

town

hokkaido
Hokkaido

jjlhr

town

Hokkaido
hokkaido

W11

MT

datekurabe okuni kabuki

ft
fihjst
f

myr

18th century kabuki kyogen
18
ky6gen
krogen play

pg&tcl

hikohohodemi nomlkoto
mikoto ekotoba
X hj
scroll
shinto deity japanese mythology
deity hunting

iftjbi

LC subject heading medieval picture
ywnasachihiko
Yamasachihiko lil
known yamasachihiko
ill fi

W

character search using vt vernacular title vp vernacular personal name vc
vval
aa vernacular nametitle
va7
problem how
name title helps solve
corporate name
combinations

W

same chinese characters kanji
japanese
korean
3

example

9

pum
lun 71
isk

different readings

read

vernacular
read these

chinese

N

chinese

hua yen tsung

korean

hwaon
hwahn
hwa6n chong
kegonshii
kegonshu

japanese

characters
read japanese
mahayana buddhist sect founded china
spread korea where
seventh century
middle
seventh century
eighth
founded
wonhyo founded
kegonsh ff
japanese kegonshu
hwaffn chong
korean cwach
hwach
chinese
century although
japanese kegonshu
kegonsh17 still
now extinct
korean sects
annara
huge
nara
AJZ
head temple
temple famous
exists
bodaiji rop
todaiji
t6daiji
MCF
innara

kegonshu
kegonshi

ajr
rof

13

bronze buddha unshrined
enshrined

congress

library

follows

hua yen buddhism

chinese sect
korean sect cross reference hua yen buddhism
japanese sect cross reference hua yen buddhism

hwaon sect
hwahn
aegon
kegon sect
wonhyo sect

CF

jck

korean hua yen buddhism
LC cross reference

4 tracing buddhist scriptures uniform title

name taken
founder
hua yen buddhism

chinese characters

kegonshu
hua yen buddhism japanese kegonshii

established based
reading
very important buddhist scripture
hua yen ching
following
translation
sanskrit original note

us

pamts
KSS
i

established

sect

subject heading

75
7511

hua yen ching

chinese
korean
japanese

kegongyo
kegongy6 japanese

cross reference
cross reference
cross reference

hwaon
hwahn
hwa6n gyong
byong
kegongyo
kegongy6

chinese

name

uniform title
uniform title
uniform title

congress uniform title
buddhivatamsakamahiivaipulyasiltra
tripitaka p sutrapitaka
suttapitaka p buddhavatamsakamahavaipulyasutra

library

two japanese readings

scripture kegongyo
kegonsyj

kegonkyd
kegonkyo

searching problems
1

availability

oji

certain important characters kanji

lib
15 4 f
new simplified kanji
kyuitca 119
old kanji kyiwitai
available
g
character coverage limitation
kungl
sr Vf orjcyokanji
kanji
shinji
shinjitai
orj6y6 kunji
tai srp
kanji 94jBM
original group
tey
t6y6kanji
fey 6 kunji
EACC east asian character code set
considered
thefi5y5kanji group
became
jcyokanji
japanese simplified characters
expanded
ofjcyi5kanji
joyo kanji
set oi
now
part
kanii

kanji

T
tf

94

ti

example sha yiT
available

available

tyt

simplified form sha

h

presently used

2 word division problems
OCLC records
record
difficulty locating
user may
word division differs
example well known music publisher japan
arranged alphabetically word word
LC name authority while
tomossa
mosha according
ongaku
EMODZ
spelled
DS
onaaku tomosha
spelled
word
waseda
baseda universitys WINE MARC record OCLC
kana reading without word breaking
machine conversion okana
ongakunotomosha
onizakunotomosha
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womanized
romanized
romcmizedreading
romanized rea&ng
corporate names must
3

according
capital letter

aacr2

first letter

each word

personal

searching difficult corporate name authorities

know how
end user does
following
hard find

established

particular corporate body
examples

record may

LC name authority

kylilo
kyoto
lito
kvoto
ky
kioto
io

offi
xffi
jaff
jjff
saff

jpgfsir
fu j1
ja sjff
jgtuj jfeftc alts
flts
shl
shi

4 cumbersome approach

kyoto city
kyoto prefecture
rural cultural society
0 ci ety
keyword subject searching

kyoto japan
kyoto japan prefecture
kul japan
kai
kal
kyokai
kyosai
san gyoson
ghoson bunka kyo
OCLC

several subject heading
subject heading
fin su
sti command
command
su
connected
subdivisions each word must
separated
information
house system integrated system
inhouse
national agricultural library uses ISIS
easy get
services doing subject heading searching
system very simple
results quickly
example slagtlculture
sagriculture environmental aspects japan technological innovations

using

5

cross references

library

congress subject headings

uniform titles relating

buddhism
need
sects doctrines
example moksa
boksa

buddhist scriptures

CJK
CM cross references sanskrit forms related
eminent buddhists ancient india
subject heading

ufmukti
ufmukd

sely
BT philosophy indie seiy
sede
seol
sedl
self philosophy soul reincarnation
buddhist doctrine
subject heading moksa
japanese
boksa gedatsu JWJM
cross reference buddhism
meaning spiritual deliverance
suffering however
1I think
patrons understand
kind subject heading sanskrit too specialized
example
subject
specific sub
j ect
act headings chinese japanese
korean need CJK vernacular
means devoted pure land buddhist laymen
subject heading myokonin
Myo konin tama
my6k6nin
atma
fewa
laymen
Shin
Hoganji sect
shinshii
shii hoganji
japan especially shinshin
IHF
jjjycf
ffiif
&hjpiq

f

ah

useful
user
practical solution make existing library congress authority files
attach
friendly
CJK materials
end users those files
catal ogers
catalogers
CM
titie headings these
title
tlde
uniform tide
vernacular characters below subject headings name headings
womanized
korean
romani zed version
romanized
chinese japanese
headings now appear
vernacular form
problems cross references
languages however
1&
jsiffics
kegongyom
kegongy6
example
involved multi language womanized
romani zed forms take
romanized
buddhist scriptures proper chinese vernacular title
japanese mentioned previously
ihjjbcs
JZ
E
commonly known
shortened form mma
though
mm9
lma f&
gleg
armg
gila
means
important sutra scripture exists china japan
korea

0

4 ft
JMS
11

arag
gljg
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chinese japanese
korean pronunciation furthermore
original sanskrit text between
fifth
translations
chinese
matter
following
few questions

several
eighth centuries

standard
uniform title
chinese vernacular title should used
simplified chinese characters
used simplified chinese
2 should old chinese characters
different forms
japan
world war 11
II both china
created
characters
1I believe
original translation should
used
old chinese characters
vernacular form
MARC format authority file should used
3
fonn
tag number
fonn
uniform title
womanized
addition
romani zed forms cross references
CJK romanized
sanskrit
buddhist scripture
same vernacular title
womanized
added
cross references
romani zed forms
CJK romanized
4 should
womanized
romani zed forms
indexed
should CJK romanized
1

6

name authority problems
congress name authority records do

provide CJK characters
very
sao hideo common japanese name 1I found ten
example sam
sato
identify authors
difficult
19377 2
193
same year 193
19377 march
name including two bom
records
born
respectively

since

library

7 identification

tracing entries

once end users
womanized
romani zed form
romanized
tracing entries
OCLC CJK search mode
display format
learned
switch
card view MARC format clicking
card view
display
users
record MARC
menu under edit main menu CJK search
procedure rather
find tracing entries
CJK vernacular data
format
complicated tracing entries
CJK vernacular highly desirable
OCLC
end users
CJK search mode
8

frustration occasioned

badly cataloged records

lack

cataloged records

unavoidable
people human errors
OCLC operates
since cataloging done
quality records uneven
cooperative efforts member participants
through
institution results hasty products
pressure produce catalog records
furthermore
acquisitions under
tokyo office
shared
library congress
formerly
cataloging
acquisitions program may 1968 december 1985 budget cuts forced
tokyo office
resulted
loss
closing several overseas LC offices including
never receive
1996
catal ogers cannot catalog books
many valuable acquisitions LC catalogers
including uncountable numbers
published japan
non
noncommercial
63054 new titles
commercial
non profit organizations foundations associations
federal
local governments nonprofit
publications
average cost japanese research books hard cover
companies
private publications
limited allocations
acquisitions east asian libraries
80 per volume
50
5080
highly selective
north america acquisitions japanese books
institutions east asian studies programs
east asian collections north america support
16

acquired
following areas japanese materials generally
1 science technical aspects
technology
agriculture clinical medicine
korea except books
related asian countries especially china japan
2 subjects
countries
dealing
east asian countries
3 japanese translations
western languages
social sciences east asian countries
focused
humanities
words acquisitions
large gap OCLC
countries these factors result
comparison
relations
library congress
united states including
records many major east asian libraries
OCLC system however following successful
participate
RLIN network
now
negotiations between these two major national online systems RLIN CJK records
available OCLC

areas OCLC should address
1

need

local records file

OCLC CJK

built
shared cataloging work each
principle
OCLC online union
maintain quality records
build
responsibility
member
union catalog CJK
work flow ruled
actual workflow
provided
users
enhance 7 authorization though
CJK
womanized
romanized records
expected enhance romanized
local library cataloging policy CJK users
effort OCLC pays credits without
data
time
book hand
levei records
level
exist OCLC
enhance national lever
cooperative joint effort OCLC
case
each user must share
replace tasks
nonnational
lock
non national level records however
lockreplace
national library medicine
national libraries records
library congress
records
edit
add vernacular
national library canada even though
national libraries
womanized
original nonvernacular
records
romanized form
romanized
non
revert
vernacular
identical
OCLC may
may
appears
enhanced therefore
record
edit
record OCLC afterward
OCLC record
do edif
local system
substitute
local file available OCLC CJK
CJY
former original record
reverts
30
OCLQ CJK plus software fo
heard
3.0
public catalog file 1I
printed cards
30 OCLC
1998.
1998
beginning
market
feature
windows 95

2

need

cataloging

print program

CJK materials

usually available until
bibliographic records
order newly published books
promptcat
Cal
Prompt Cat
promptcal
cataloged
input OCLC like
approval plan
books
cai
CJK materials
american publications timely catalog records
cataloging print program
ay
1y
Y provide
Nichigai asoshidsu
crucial
asoshissu fi0 77 Y
nichigai
japanese publishers
cataloging information based
cards inserted books however
cataloging information
japanese
entries including subject headings
japanese cataloging rules
minimal use
american users

7

3

union list

CJK journals
cjkjournals

vernacular
17

est ofcjk
establishment
union list
summary holdings
separate file
CJK serials
information OCLC highly desirable OCLC provides
serial union list group online local
record creation facility
union listing members must work cooperatively keep
date
work updating cataloging
journals holding information since
holdings listing work
like
OCLC CJK user group
ask
our member institutions shared responsibility 1I
develop standardized updating mechanism
coordinate
4 access

text

articles

tables

contents

CJK serials through uncover

glrst
contents first do
present OCLCs girst
first search databases article first
addressed finding individuals
CJK journals
problem
do indexing
5

brief summary

table

contents

include

non subject literary works
nonsubject

6 cooperative efforts toward retrospective conversion projects

CJK materials

OCLC CJK records works published before 1980
encourage member
urgently needed
institutions convert
old records
OCLC soon possible however
full T level due
retrospectively converted records
costs
manpower shortages
desirable
subject headings
library congress assign call number
minimal level 7 records

rn

7 OCLC supports

CJK user training

east asian studies bibliographic instruction

local

institutions
forthcoming OCLC CJK plus 30
wih incorporate new CJK tour guide
3.0
30 new software win
addition CJK help electronic user manual CJK help contains much information users may
want make printouts search related topics heip
end users transferring
search
help
helli
manual
alternative possibility
data
booklet
re editing
end
help
plan publish book format manual
users since OCLC does
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